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Overview
• Sustainability & ESG: What Is It?
• Why does it matter in business?
• What should manufacturers be
doing to effectively manage
these issues?
• Where do you start?

More than 70% of manufacturing CEOs indicate that environmental, social
and corporate governance (ESG) objectives will become increasingly
important in the next 12 months
Manufacturers Alliance for Productivity and Innovation (MAPI), Jan 2021

Providing Timely ESG Information Is Becoming More Crucial for CFOs Analysts and investors rely on data when evaluating a company’s outlook,
creditworthiness
Wall Street Journal, Feb 2021

ESG issues are also giving rise to increased litigation, from shareholder
lawsuits accusing boards of failing to live up to their diversity commitment
disclosures to lawsuits focusing on sourcing and supply chain risks
implicating human rights and child labor issues.
National Law Review, April 2021
…but these issues aren’t relevant here, are they?
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First… What Is Sustainability/ESG?

…but is this all something new?
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Why Does It Matter?
BECAUSE…

Customers Care

Competitiveness
Is At Stake
Lawmakers &
Regulators Are
Concerned
It Matters To
Employees
Investors &
Financiers Are
Interested

EXAMPLE BUSINESS IMPACTS
Companies With Strong Sustainability/ESG Propositions
• Attract B2B and B2C customers with more sustainable products
• Enter new markets and/or gain share with more sustainable products

Companies With Weaker Sustainability/ESG Propositions
• Lose customers through poor sustainability practices (e.g., human
rights, supply chain) or a perception of unsustainable/unsafe products
• Restricted access to markets as competitors offer more sustainable
alternatives
• Generate unnecessary waste and pay correspondingly higher wastedisposal costs

• Lower energy consumption
• Reduce raw material usage

• Expend more in packaging costs

• Achieve greater strategic freedom through deregulation

• Suffer restrictions on advertising and point of sale

• Earn subsidies and government support

• Incur fines, penalties, and enforcement actions

• Boost employee motivation

• Deal with “social stigma,” which restricts talent pool

• Attract talent through greater social credibility

• Lose talent as a result of weak purpose

• Lower risk, reduce capital cost and enhance returns by better
allocating investments for the long term (e.g., more sustainable plant
and equipment)

• Higher cost of capital (debt and equity)

• Avoid investments that may not pay off because of longer-term ESG
concerns

• Reduces the value of company
• Suffer stranded assets as a result of premature write-downs
• Fall behind competitors that have invested to be less “energy hungry”

Adapted from “Five ways that ESG creates value”, McKinsey Quarterly, November 2019.
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What To Do About These Issues?

Manage & Maintain

Start With The EHS Fundamentals

Suppliers

Procurement

Don’t Be Surprised By Suppliers

Raw Materials

Manufacture

Make Less Be More

Package

Attend To Concerns Of Buyers & Users

Store & Ship

Customers

End of Life

Start With The EHS Fundamentals - Safe and healthy workplace; environmental permits and pollution controls in place; compliance with State & Federal rules/regulations; be prepared for emergencies
Don’t Be Surprised By Suppliers - Know how and where raw materials/tools/machines are sourced; consider ESG screening for potential
problems or the most sustainable suppliers; mitigate with vendor codes of conduct, PO terms, etc.

What About A Few All-Encompassing Considerations

Make Less Be More – Using recycled inputs, improving operational efficiency (reusing water, conserving energy, reducing waste, less
packaging, more fuel-efficient logistics) and setting goals that encouraging continuous improvement lowers costs and reduces an
organization’s environmental footprint

Employees: What are their ESG concerns, remember “social stigma” restricts the talent pool

Diversity & Inclusion: Know where you stand across leadership, throughout the workforce and in the supply base and where improvement is
needed

Communications: Be able to tell the story, understand what data is needed, collect it and build a compelling and credible narrative about your
progress

Attend To Concerns Of Buyers & Users – What are the ESG requests from your customers (or possibly even those buying your customer’s
product)? Are your competitors helping these buyers meet their ESG priorities? Is there commercial or regulatory pressure building for you
to take back products/packaging?

Leadership & Boards: Assure leaders understand the company’s ESG issues, initiatives and past experiences as stakeholder interest is on the
increase
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Where To Start?

Come Up
To Speed

Identify Your
Potential ESG Issues

Engage & Determine
What’s Material

Plan, Act & Monitor
Improvements

Communicate
Plans & Progress
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Wrap Up – The ESG Journey
STAGE 4

Embedded

ESG becomes part of the business strategy
STAGE 3

Proactive

Taking a strategic approach to ESG
STAGE 2

Responsive

Recognizing the links between ESG and business
STAGE 1

Obligatory

Targeting legal and regulatory compliance

Leadership delegated and largely
unaware of ESG specifics
Limited or ad hoc mgt of ESG
topics, too many blindspots
Little relevant data to assess
progress/improvement needs

Growing stakeholder inquires
catch leadership’s attention
ESG risks are identified that could
be financially material

Senior leaders remind and reinforce
ESG priorities and links to business
value/long-term resilience

Integrated, cross-functional leaders
become involved in prioritizing and
managing ESG issues

Mindsets/culture are more aligned,
inspiring broad involvement from
board room to the operating floor

Efforts accelerate to improve
mitigation/management of key ESG
risks and reputational threats

ESG is ‘built in’ and addressed w/the
same rigor and mgt systems as other
top business risks or opportunities

ESG opportunities identified/pursued

ESG initiatives and goals are more
strategic and prioritized by best ‘fit’
to the firm’s mission

Data aggregation/reporting
efforts focus on determining and
describing the ‘current state’

Data collection and reporting
increasingly focused on KPIs that
align with priority initiatives

Initial decisions to improve are
made, some goals established

Greater transparency on ESG risks
with progress and setbacks reported
to stakeholders

ESG performance data is ‘investor
grade’ and integrated into the
company’s annual report and proxy
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Questions?
Thank you and for more information contact…
John Platko

Anthony Giovi

Rebecca Wisniewski

Evan Matzen

www.aloadvisors.com

www.bbva.com

Managing Partner
john.platko@aloadvisors.com

Managing Partner
rebecca.wisniewski@aloadvisors.com

Than

Senior Vice President
anthony.giovi@bbva.com

Rob Harris

Executive Director
execdir@sama-fl.com

www.sama-fl.com

SVP, Director of Sustainability & ESG Risk Management
evan.matzen@bbva.com
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Supplemental Materials
WHY SUSTAINABILITY MATTERS
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… No But Evolved & Increasingly Important For Business
From

To

The Social Responsibility Of Business Is To
Increase Its Profits

Create Enduring, Sustainable Value For All
Of Your Stakeholders

Compliance

Business Resilience

Reactive

Strategic

Silo’ed

Embedded

Activity

Impact

Milton Friedman, Nobel Prize Winner - 1970

Environmental (EPA, State & Local agencies) and Safety
(OSHA, State & Local agencies) Regulations

Avoid fines, be able to continue operating/avoid
downtime and expand operations

Overhead, cost of doing business, that’s EHS - it’s not
my job
Report on relevant activities and ‘feel good’ stories

Larry Fink, Chairman & CEO Blackrock Inc. - 2021

Reduce, mitigate and manage risk; monitor/address
stakeholder concerns (Board of Dir, customers,
employees, NGOs/watchdog groups, supply chain,
investors, etc.)
Built into the business strategy with initiatives and goals
prioritized by best ‘fit’ to the company’s mission

Addressed w/the same rigor and mgt systems as other
top business risks or opportunities
Deliver and disclose social and environmental impact
and improvements planned/made
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BBVA: Hear It Directly From The Source
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BBVA: Hear It Directly From The Source
Step 1: Exclude
Clear definition of what a bank will
NOT finance:
Traditional:
• Forced Child Labor
• Human Rights Violations
• Sanctioned Companies or
Countries
Increasing Frequency:
• Mining
• Oil and Gas
• Energy Sector
• Infrastructure
• Defense

Step 2: Incentivize
Create financial products that
support the transition to a more
sustainable future:
Products:
• ESG-Linked Loans
• Preferential pricing for
sustainability in the built
environment
• Green Mortgages & Renovation
Products
• ESG Positive Investment Options
• Green Deposit Accounts

Step 3: Advance
Bifurcation of access to capital – It
will become increasingly difficult for
major polluting companies without a
clearly defined path to sustainability
to access market-rate capital.
Credit-worthy companies with strong
ESG programs and science-based
targets will achieve preferential
pricing.
Infrequent expansion of exclusions.
Portfolio balancing will occur from
market forces.
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